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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this independent study was to study the factors affecting the career of 

roof thatching with teak leaves in Paak Tang Sa Luang, Khee Lek Sub-District, Mae Rim District, 

Chiang Mai Province.  The populations of the independent study were 30 villagers from 18 

families; who were thatching teak leaves in Paak Tang Sa Luang, Khee Lek Sub-District, Mae 

Rim District, Chiang Mai Province. The instrument was structure interview from.  The data was 

reviewed and presented by the descriptive information. 

The findings were as follows: 

Mostly, the roof thatching with teak leaves in Paak Tang Sa Luang villagers were 51 up 

to 60 years old with non education.  The mainly career was thatching with teak leaves and the part 

time job as a hireling and a forester.  The spouse’ mainly career were the same as the couple. 

Some of them worked a part time job as a hireling and feeding animal.  Most of families had 4 

children. They all were studying in vocational education, secondary and primary school. The 

value of the career of roof thatching with teak leaves in Paak Tang Sa Luang  was raise the budget 

to their own family and well known as  roof thatching with teak leaves’ village.  They were paid 

150 – 200 baht a day.  They had planned how to find the materials in order to support the buyers’ 

need in time.  The wholesaler would be planned for marketing process themselves.  The ordering 



will be higher every year.  Sometimes, they could not make the production to the ordering on 

time.The skill and expertise of this career has been handed down continuously from one 

generation to another among relatives at their houses.  Some of roof thatching with teak leaves’ 

villagers were not willing to change their career because they have been handed down 

continuously from one generation to another.  On the other hand, some of roof thatching with teak 

leaves’ villagers were willing to change to another career because of hard working.  Likewise, 

some of the older  were unable to change to another career because of without  knowledge. 


